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Abstract
Deep learning has made many advancements in fields such as computer vision, natural language
processing and speech processing. In autonomous driving, deep learning has made great
improvements pertaining to the tasks of lane detection, steering estimation, throttle control, depth
estimation, 2D and 3D object detection, object segmentation and object tracking. Understanding
the 3D world is necessary for safe end-to-end self-driving. 3D point clouds provide rich 3D
information, but processing point clouds is difficult since point clouds are irregular and unordered.
Neural point processing methods like GraphCNN and PointNet operate on individual points for
accurate classification and segmentation results. Occlusion of these 3D point clouds remains a
major problem for autonomous driving. To process occluded point clouds, this research explores
deep learning models to fill in missing points from partial point clouds. Specifically, we introduce
improvements to methods called deep multistage point completion networks. We propose novel
encoder and decoder architectures for efficiently processing partial point clouds as input and
outputting complete point clouds. Results will be demonstrated on ShapeNet dataset.

Deep learning has made significant advancements in the field of robotics. For a robot gripper such
as a suction cup to hold an object firmly, the robot needs to determine which portions of an object,
or specifically which surfaces of the object should be used to mount the suction cup. Since 3D
objects can be represented in many forms for computational purposes, a proper representation of
3D objects is necessary to tackle this problem. Formulating this problem using deep learning
problem provides dataset challenges. In this work we will show representing 3D objects in the form
of 3D mesh is effective for the problem of a robot gripper. We will perform research on the proper
way for dataset creation and performance evaluation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction
Neural networks helped to obtain state of the art results in many of the challenging tasks

like image recognition, image classification, 3D point cloud classification, text understanding and
speech recognition. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have replaced the traditional
computer vision techniques like Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) to perform many of the vision related tasks like classification, and
recognition. Architectures like ResNet [33], VGGNet [56], DenseNet [57] have shown the ability
of CNNs to extract the features to obtain state of the art results in many vision related tasks like
classification and segmentation.
Understanding the 3D world is one of the most challenging tasks in Artificial Intelligence
(AI). Robust scene understanding is required in the case of applications like end-to-end autonomous
driving and robotics. 3D data is typically represented in the format of point clouds and meshes. Due
to the irregularity and unordered nature of point clouds, applying CNNs is not straight forward.
Many of the previous works [1, 25, 13, 4, 17, 6] used hand crafted features of point clouds, other
works [36] converted point clouds to voxels and used 3D CNNs to perform tasks, some works [10,
14] used Multiview CNNs by converting point clouds to images, and spectral CNNs [11, 12] use
convolutions in spectral domain. Neural point processing using PointNet [15] extracts point cloud
features by operating on individual point. PointNet++ [14] improves PointNet by extracting point
cloud features hierarchically using multi-scale and multi-resolution grouping. Due to its simplistic
architecture and effective performance, PointNet inspired many point cloud processing techniques
[16, 5, 18].
Occlusion is a major problem in the real-world LiDAR scans. For safe end-to-end selfdriving, incomplete point clouds should be made complete. PCN [2] takes the partial point cloud
as input and outputs the complete point cloud. In this work, we propose novel encoder and decoder
architectures for deep multistage point completion networks.

For a robot gripper like suction cup, in order to hold a 3D object firmly there should be a
minimum flat surface area on the 3D object for the suction cup to get a good grip. The good area
can be anywhere on the 3D object. Identifying different good parts on the outer surface of the 3D
10 | P a g e

object is difficult. 3D objects can be represented in different forms like point clouds, voxels and
mesh. Representing 3D object with point clouds gives information of outer surface, but only in a
sparse fashion. Representing 3D objects with voxels is generally limited by memory and doesn’t
have high resolution representation of the object surface. Further, the voxels in the center of the
object are generally wasted memory. Representing 3D objects in the form of surface mesh provides
more information of outer surface of 3D object and we can represent mesh in dense form due to its
connectivity among different faces. So, formulating this problem as mesh segmentation helps to
identify different parts of 3D object which are good a good surface for a robot gripper. Deep
learning on 3D mesh data is a newer problem, [48] is the first deep learning model applied to 3D
mesh data. After formulating this problem as a machine learning problem, getting the dataset
suitable for this task is very difficult because there are no publicly available datasets dealing this
problem. In this work, we show some methods for creating and annotating the dataset effectively
and show initial results using existing deep learning architectures.

1.2

Motivation
Understanding the 3D world is very important for end-to-end autonomous driving, and

occlusions create many problems as deep learning networks typically only see only a partial shape
of the object. This research completes the partial shape of the object to minimize this problem.
Also, for efficient point cloud registration, registration on full shapes provides better registration
results instead of partial shapes. This work deals with completing a partial point cloud.
To identify good and bad faces of 3D objects to hold firmly by a robot gripper such as a
suction cup, there are no existing algorithms. Converting the 3D object into 3D mesh and
segmenting the mesh into good and bad faces provides information regarding various good faces
for a robot gripper like suction cup to hold firmly.

1.3

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis work can be summarized as follows:


Experimented with different novel deep learning architectures.



Combining the voxel wise and point wise features for better global feature vector.



Complete shape of the input partial point cloud is optimized in multiple stages like coarse,
middle and fine.



Explored the capsule based dynamic routing architecture for the problem of point completion
network.
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Experimented with self-supervised approach for the task of point completion network.



Created MATLAB tool for dataset generation for the robot gripper task.



Experimented with different deep learning architectures for the robot gripper task.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Deep Learning

Deep learning has achieved state of the art results in many computer vision related tasks like 2D
and 3D object detection, mesh classification, point cloud classification and segmentation, and
image captioning. Deep learning has replaced traditional computer vision techniques for feature
extraction in the case of 3D data like point clouds and meshes. [36, 55] converts point clouds to
voxels, [15, 16, 14] computes point-wise features and applies symmetric function like maxpooling,
and [48] extracts the mesh features by considering each face as a unit.

2.2

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become the standard method for extracting the
features of images and point wise features in point clouds. CNNs typically consist of the following
layers:


Convolution layer



Pooling layer



Activation layer



Fully connected layer

A convolution layer consists of multiple filters of a window size multiplied with the input
pixels and performs a linear combination of all the multiplied values in that filter window. Filters
in the initial layers learn low level features and filters in the later layers learn higher level features
of the input data. Usually, the convolution operation will be performed in 1D, 2D or 3D. A 1D
convolution is shown in Figure 1 and a 2D convolution operation is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 An example of 1D Convolution [40].

Figure 2 An example of 2D Convolution [41].

A pooling layer down samples the image depending on the type of pooling used. There are
two kinds of pooling. One is max pooling as shown in Figure 3, which outputs the maximum value
of the pixels in a certain pooling window. The other is average pooling as shown in Figure 4, which
outputs the average value of all pixel values in a certain pooling window.

Figure 3 An example of 2D Maxpooling [42].
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Figure 4 An example of 2D Average Pooling [43].

An activation layer performs a non-linear operation in a certain way depending on the type
of activation function used. There are several activation functions like sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, and
leaky ReLU. Figure 5 shows different activation functions used in deep learning.

Figure 5 Different Activation Functions [44].

Figure 6 An example of Fully Connected Layer [45].
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A fully connected layer is used to transform a high dimensional representation into a ndimensional representation by connecting all the neurons in the input and fully connected layer. An
example of fully connected layer is shown in Figure 6.

2.3

PointNet related architectures

A. PointNet:
PointNet [15] operates on the point clouds directly without converting them into other forms like
voxels, a vector representation or rendering multiple views from point clouds. In order to account
for the unordered nature of point clouds, PointNet proposed to use a symmetric function like
maxpool to aggregate the features from the point clouds. PointNet consist of multi-layer perceptron
(MLPs) to learn the point features and then apply symmetric function like maxpool to aggregate
the point-wise features.

Figure 7 PointNet architecture [15].

PointNet consist of input transform and feature transform which are mini PointNet [15]
like architectures. Input transform provides a 3 × 3 matrix which is applied on every point in the
input point cloud and similarly feature transform provides a 64 × 64 matrix which is multiplied
with pointwise features. A global feature vector is obtained by applying a symmetric maxpooling
function such that this vector can be used in both a classification and segmentation network. The
classification network outputs ‘k’ score and the segmentation network outputs ‘n × m’ scores.
There are many PointNet inspired architectures. The architecture of [15] is shown in Figure 7.
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B. Dynamic Graph CNN:
Inspired by [15], [16] also operates on individual points to learn salient features. [15] considers
each point individually and does not consider the relationships between point pairs. To account for
this DGCNN constructs a knn graph and learns the local properties between the point pairs.
DGCNN applies multi-layer perceptron on the k nearest graph constructed and applies symmetric
maxpooling to get the aggregated features of the graph.

Figure 8 DGCNN architecture [16].

Figure 8 shows the DGCNN architecture, consisting of spatial transform and edge
convolution block. The network consists of both a classification block and a segmentation block.

Figure 9 DGCNN spatial transform [16].

The spatial transform block aligns the input point cloud into a canonical space by applying
a 3 × 3 matrix. This 3 × 3 matrix is estimated by constructing a k-nearest graph and then
concatenating the point features with its k-nearest point features.
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Figure 10 DGCNN EdgeConv [16].

The most important part of DGCNN is the edge convolution. Edge convolution is
performed by constructing a k-nearest graph, then applying a multi-layer perceptron and then
applying maxpooling to obtain the local features. The edge convolution operation is shown in (1).

𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 (Ѳ𝑚 . (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 ). (𝑥𝑖 ))

(1)

In (1), 𝑥𝑖 is each point in the input point cloud , 𝑥𝑗 is each point in the k-nearest graph of
𝑥𝑖 and Ѳ𝑚 is the weight matrix which can be approximated by a multi-layer perceptron.

C. FoldingNet:
FoldingNet is a point cloud auto-encoder. FoldingNet [34] consists of a graph-based encoder on
top of [15] and a folding-based decoder. FoldingNet [34] deforms a 2D grid into a 3D object surface
of the point cloud.
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Figure 11 FoldingNet architecture [34].

The graph based encoder consists of multi-layer perceptron and graph based maxpooling
layers. First a local covariance matrix of size 3 × 3 is computed using 3D positions of the points
and its one hop neighbors. For every point in the input point cloud, the local covariance matrix is
constructed to give a vector of n × 9 and is concatenated with the input points of size n × 3 to give
a matrix of size n × 12. The graph is a k-nearest graph computed by considering the k nearest
neighbors of the 3D points and after that a maxpooling operation is performed to aggregate the
features. A final codeword of size 1 × 512 is obtained as an output from the encoder.

The folding based decoder deforms the 2D fixed grid points to a 3D point cloud. The
codeword from the graph-based encoder is fed into the decoder by replicating it m times and
concatenated with the 2D grid points to obtain a matrix of size m × 514. A multi-layer perceptron
is applied on this matrix by processing it row-wise to obtain an intermediate point cloud. This
concatenation and point-wise convolution is applied again on this intermediate point cloud to obtain
a final output.

D. 3D Point Capsule Networks:
3D point capsule networks are an auto-encoder. They consist of dynamic routing between primary
point capsules and latent capsules. Individual feature maps are computed by applying point-wise
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multi-layer perceptron. Primary point capsules are obtained by feeding these feature maps into
multiple convolutional layers with different weights. Latent capsules are obtained by applying a
dynamic routing algorithm to the primary point capsules. These latent capsules attend to different
parts of the input point clouds because of the dynamic routing algorithm.
The decoder concatenates a 2D random grid of fixed size to the latent capsules obtained
from the encoder. In order to reconstruct the point cloud of input size, latent capsules are replicated
m times and then concatenated with a 2D random grid.

Figure 10 Architecture of 3D Point Capsule Networks [46].

Figure 11 Dynamic Routing algorithm [47].

Dynamic routing algorithm is applied as shown in Figure 11. The algorithm is applied between all
the point capsules in primary point capsules and all the capsules in latent capsules.
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E. Point Completion Network:
Point completion network (PCN) is an encoder decoder architecture which completes an input
partial point cloud and produces a complete point cloud. The encoder of [2] applies a point-wise
multi-layer perceptron and then a symmetric function such as maxpooling to obtain a global feature
vector. This global feature vector is replicated m times, concatenated with point-wise features and
then applied multi-layer perceptron. A final global feature vector is computed by applying
maxpooling. The final global vector is of size 1024.

The decoder of PCN [2] takes global feature vector from the encoder as input and computes
a coarse output by applying a multi-layer perceptron. The coarse output is concatenated with a 2D
grid of fixed size with radius 4 and with the m times global feature vector. The shared multi-layer
perceptron is applied to output a final detailed output.

Figure 12 Architecture of PCN [2].

F. MeshNet:
MeshNet [48] is a neural network applied on 3D mesh data, considering each face of the 3D mesh
as an operating unit. MeshNet [48] consist of a mesh convolution block, a structural descriptor and
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a spatial descriptor. The spatial descriptor takes centers as inputs and then applies a multi-layer
perceptron to compute the center features. The structural descriptor takes neighboring indices, the
normal of each face and the corners of each face as inputs, then computes features using face kernel
correlation and face rotate convolution.

Figure 13 MeshNet architecture [48].

Figure 14 Face rotate convolution block [48].

The face rotate convolution block as shown in Figure 14 rotates the face and then applies
a convolution operation on pairs of corner vectors. The face kernel correlation applies correlation
between neighboring corners and a Gaussian kernel.
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Figure 15 Mesh convolution block [48].

The mesh convolution block consists of a combination block and an aggregation block.
The combination block combines the spatial features and structural features by concatenating
spatial and structural features. The aggregation block takes neighboring indices and structural
features as input, then computes the aggregated features by applying multi-layer perceptron and
maxpooling operation.

2.4

Self-supervised Learning:

Transfer learning always helps the model if the task has less training data. But in many tasks, such
as medical imaging and point completion, we cannot find a model to transfer the weights from. In
tasks where transfer learning is not possible, self-supervised learning plays a key role in learning
the input dataset features. In self-supervised learning we define a task known as a pretext task. We
train our model and use these pretext task weights to perform transfer learning on our real, but
limited training data. These pretext tasks don’t need any ground truth data, rather the model defines
a task and extracts its own ground truth for initial training of our model.
Different pretext tasks are defined in [58], [59], [60], [35]. [58] defined the task of
colorization as the pretext task, [59] defined guessing the spatial information by randomly sampling
the different patches of an image as the pretext task, [35] rotated the image into four different
directions and defined classifying the angle rotation as the pretext task.
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Figure 16 An example of pretext task in self-supervised learning [35].

The pretext task used in [35] is shown in Figure 16, which shows the pretext task of rotating
the image by different angles and then predicting the rotated class. Simple tasks like this helps the
model to learn semantic features in a robust way. After pretext task learning, we use these weights
to perform transfer learning on our ground truth labelled data. In the next chapter we will discuss
the various loss functions we used in our models to optimize our tasks of point cloud completion
and 3D mesh segmentation.

2.5

Loss Functions

A. Softmax and Cross Entropy Loss:
The softmax activation function takes an N-dimensional real vector as input and outputs an Ndimensional real vector with values in the range (0, 1) that add up to 1. It is usually used as the last
layer before calculating loss.

𝑒 𝑎𝑗
𝑆𝑗 = 𝑁
∑𝑘=1 𝑒 𝑎𝑘

∀𝑗 ∈ 1 … 𝑁

(2)
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Softmax uses (2) to calculate the probability of each class prediction in the input vector.
Cross entropy loss calculates the distance between the output of deep neural network and
the original distribution. Cross entropy loss is calculated using (3).

𝐻(𝑦, 𝑝) = − ∑ 𝑦𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖

(3)

𝑖

B. Chamfer Distance Function:
𝐶𝐷(𝑆1 , 𝑆2 ) =

1
1
+ ∑ min ||𝑥 − 𝑦||2 +
𝑦𝑆2
|𝑆1 |
|𝑆2 |
𝑥 𝑆1

(4)

+ ∑ min ||𝑦 − 𝑥||2
𝑦 𝑆2

𝑥𝑆1

The Chamfer Distance (CD) as shown in (4) calculates the average distance between the input point
cloud and output point cloud. In (4) 𝑆1 denotes the predicted complete point cloud and 𝑆2 denotes
the ground truth complete point cloud.

C. Earth Mover Distance (EMD) Loss Function:
1
+ ∑ ||𝑥 − (𝑥)||2
:𝑆1 →𝑆2 |𝑆1 |

𝐸𝑀𝐷(𝑆1 , 𝑆2 ) = min

(5)

𝑥 𝑆1

The Earth Move Distance (EMD) as shown in (5) finds a bijection from the input point cloud to the
output point cloud, minimizing the average distance between corresponding points. Here bijection
function finds the minimum cost to move from the predicted point coordinates to the actual ground
truth coordinates. In the next chapter, we will discuss the various models and the training strategies
used to train these models in great detail.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
In this chapter, we will explore all the different architectures we experimented with for the task of
point cloud completion and 3D mesh segmentation. Each architecture is shown and discussed in
great detail. A training strategy for each architecture is also provided. For the point cloud
completion, each architecture consists of an encoder and a decoder, the output of the encoder is fed
into the decoder to get the complete point cloud. Several approaches of point cloud feature
extractions like PointNet, Graph based, and Capsule based are discussed. The application of selfsupervised in the context of point cloud completion is also discussed. For the 3D mesh
segmentation, we have experimented with different modified PointNet based and Mesh-based
architectures.

3.1

Multistage point completion network

A. Encoder:

Figure 17 Encoder for multistage point completion network.

Figure 17 shows the proposed encoder for point cloud completion. The Point Completion Network
(PCN) [2] extracts the point-wise features using style shared multi-layer perceptron, concatenates
point-wise features with global features and then applies shared multi-layer perceptron layers.
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Many 3D object detection networks [36,55] voxelize the input point cloud and then performs multilayer perceptron. Since our input is a partial point cloud, interacting different voxels and global
features is desirable to extract the features in a better way. Input point clouds are voxelized and
voxel features are extracted using voxel feature extraction (VFE) layers.

B. Voxel Feature Extraction Layer:
Voxelization is converting the input point cloud into a 3D grid, whereby each sub-grid is called a
voxel. Each voxel is assigned fixed number of points belonging to that voxel. If a voxel doesn’t
contain minimum of number of points padding is used. VFE layers are used to extract the voxelwise features.

Figure 18 Voxel feature extraction Layer.

After extracting voxel-wise features, these voxel-wise features are concatenated with
global features extracted by a shared multi-layer perceptron. This ensures learning the relationships
between different points in the input point cloud. Without voxelization, it is difficult to learn the
relationships in the input partial point cloud. After applying a shared multi-layer perceptron to the
concatenated voxel feature vector and global feature vector, a symmetric maxpooling operation is
applied. This vector is concatenated with the other global feature vector and then passed through a
shared multi-layer perceptron. A final vector of size 1024 is obtained as an output from the encoder.
An example of voxel feature extraction layer is shown in Figure 18.
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C. Decoder:

Figure 19 Decoder for multistage point completion network.

Our proposed decoder is shown in Figure 19. PCN [2] uses the codeword from the encoder as input
and optimizes the codeword in the form of a coarse and fine output. The decoder shown in Figure
19 optimizes the code in 3 stages- in the form of a coarse output, middle output and final output.
Since the problem is completing the input partial point cloud, a codeword from the encoder will
have global information. To use this information effectively, the model needs to learn how to
optimize the different sizes of point clouds. The proposed decoder outputs a coarse point cloud, a
middle point cloud and a fine complete point cloud.
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As shown in Figure 19, the shared multi-layer perceptron is applied to the codeword
obtained from the encoder to output a coarse output of size 1024 × 3. FoldingNet [34], AtlasNet
[54] and PCN [2] deform a 2D grid to the 3D point cloud. Our decoder deforms the 2D grid in
multiple stages. The coarse output is concatenated with a tiled fixed 2D grid and tiled codeword to
produce a middle output of size 4096 × 3. The middle output is concatenated with another tiled
fixed 2D grid and a tiled codeword to output a final complete point cloud. The coarse output and
middle output are optimized using the EMD (4) loss function, while the final output is optimized
using the CD (3) loss function.

D. Training Strategy
The encoder and decoder are coded in the TensorFlow framework. The model is trained for 15
epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.0001 and uses exponential decay with decay rate 0.1. The
learning rate is decayed at several steps during training. The model uses batch normalization [53]
at each multi-layer perceptron layer. Training was performed in two different ways. In the first way
the model is trained end to end, optimizing the losses of coarse output, middle output and complete
point clouds output. During initial iterations of training the middle output and complete output
losses are not as important as the initial coarse output. This is done using two parameters, α and β.
Starting from value 0.01, both parameters values increased after every ‘m’ iterations.

In the second way of training, the model is divided into three stages. The stage 1 model is
trained only for the coarse output. This coarse output is taken by a stage 2 model and trained for
middle output. The stage 3 model takes middle output as input and trained only for complete point
cloud. Figure 20 shows the stage-wise learning procedure.
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Figure 20 Stage-wise Learning.

3.2

Point Completion Network using Edge Convolution:

A. Edge convolution based network:

Figure 21 Edge convolution based encoder architecture.
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DGCNN [16] employs edge convolution to effectively extract the local features by constructing
a k-nearest graph, applies multilayer perceptron and then maxpooling operation. PCN [2]
extracts the pointwise features by using PointNet [15] style architecture. The architecture of
the edge convolution based point completion network is shown in Figure 21. The input partial
point cloud is voxelized, voxel features are extracted using VFE (Voxel Feature Extraction)
layers, concatenated with the final vector obtained from the edge convolution network, and
then a multiplayer perceptron is applied to obtain the final code vector.

Figure 22 Complete architecture of edge convolution network.

The detailed architecture of the edge convolution network is shown in Figure 22. The
architecture contains 4 edge convolution blocks, the output of the edge convolution blocks are
concatenated, applied multilayer perceptron and then maxpooling to obtain a 1024 vector. The
input to the network is a partial point cloud of shape 2048 × 3. The operation of the edge
convolution is same as in [16]. The input to the VFE layers is of shape m ×p × 3, where m is
the number of voxels, p is the maximum number of points in the voxel. Interacting the points
in different voxels in necessary to learn the information of missing points in the input point
cloud. Because of this reason, we employed 2D convolutions to extract the features from the
voxels. The final vector from the VFE layers is of shape 1024.

B. Decoder:
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Figure 23 Architecture of the decoder using interpolation.

The modified decoder which employs an interpolation technique, instead of tiling, is shown in
Figure 23. The decoder optimizes the complete point cloud in multiple stages: the coarse stage,
the middle stage and the complete stage. The ground truths for each of the stages are generated
by using FPS (Farthest Point Sampling) which is used in [14]. The FPS algorithm has been
shown to be advantageous as compared to random sampling in sampling the point clouds. Both,
the middle output and the complete point cloud are generated by concatenating a 2D grid of
fixed size to the code word from the encoder and the final vector from the VFE layers. The
coarse and the middle point are optimized using EMD loss function, and the complete point
cloud is optimized using CD loss function.

In [2], the tiled coarse point cloud is concatenated with the 2D random grid to generate the
complete point cloud. A better way to use the information of the coarse point cloud is an
interpolation, as during tiling, duplication of the same features adds minimal information for
the generation of the complete point cloud. The decoder used in this architecture interpolates
the coarse point cloud to the shape of the middle point cloud and then added to the middle point
cloud features generated using the folding technique. Similarly, the middle point cloud is
interpolated to the shape of the complete point cloud and then added to the complete point
cloud generated using the folding technique.

𝑓

𝑗 (𝑥)

∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝑥)𝑓𝑖 𝑗
=
∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝑥)

(6)
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𝑤𝑖 (𝑥) =

1
𝑑(𝑥, 𝑥𝑖 )

(7)

The interpolation operation is shown in (6), where 𝑓 𝑗 (𝑥) is the interpolated feature from
the lower level (coarse point cloud or middle point cloud). 𝑓𝑖 𝑗 are features of the k-nearest
neighbors of the higher level (middle point cloud or complete point cloud) in the lower level.
Each neighbor is multiplied with a weight value which is equal to the distance of the point in a
higher level to the lower level. After generating the middle point cloud using the folding
technique, we interpolate the coarse point cloud using the middle point cloud and add them
together. Similarly, after generating the complete point cloud, we interpolate the middle point
cloud using the complete point cloud and add them together. The number of nearest neighbors
used to interpolate has been empirically solved to be 3. The interpolation technique shown in
(6) is proposed in PointNet++ [14]. In [14], it is used for segmentation of the input point cloud.

3.3

Capsule Point Completion Network

A. Capsule based Decoder:
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Figure 24 Capsule based decoder architecture.

Dynamic routing between capsules [47] has been shown to have effective performance on the
MNIST dataset with very shallow architectures. [52] extended the dynamic routing architecture for
multiple layers. [46] is the first architecture to apply the concept of dynamic routing to 3D point
clouds. They have shown impressive results with reconstructing the input point cloud. Our capsulebased architecture as shown in Figure 21 uses the dynamic routing algorithm between a primary
point capsule and latent capsules to obtain the final complete point cloud.

The primary point capsules are produced by applying a different shared multi-layer
perceptron and then maxpooling operation to the codeword obtained from the encoder. To compute
the latent capsules, the dynamic routing algorithm is applied to the primary point capsules.
Applying the dynamic routing algorithm makes the model attend to different parts of the coarse
output. The latent capsules are concatenated with the tiled fixed 2D grid and then applied shared
multi-layer perceptron to compute the final complete point cloud. The model is optimized in stages
of coarse output and final complete point cloud.

𝑉𝑗 =

|| 𝑆𝑗 ||2
𝑆𝑗
2
1 + || 𝑆𝑗 || || 𝑆𝑗 ||

(7)

In (7) 𝑉𝑗 is the vector output of capsule 𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 is its total input.

𝑆𝑗 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑈𝑖𝑗

(8)

𝑖

In (8) 𝑗 denotes the latent capsule and 𝑖 denotes primary capsule. Input to a latent capsule
is the prediction vectors of primary capsule multiplied by coupling coefficient 𝑐𝑖𝑗 .

𝑈𝑖𝑗 = 𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝑢𝑖

(9)

Equation (9) shows the prediction vector of a primary capsule is obtained by multiplying output of
primary capsule 𝑢𝑖 with the weight matrix.

𝑐𝑖𝑗 =

exp(𝑏𝑖𝑗 )
⁄∑
𝑘 exp(𝑏𝑖𝑘 )

(10)
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Equation (10) shows how coupling coefficients are computed. The coupling coefficients from
primary capsule 𝑖 to latent capsule 𝑗 sum to 1 and are computed by (10) which is called routing
softmax, whose initial logits 𝑏𝑖𝑗 are the log prior probabilities that primary capsule 𝑖 connected to
upper latent capsule 𝑗.

B. Training Strategy
The model is coded in the TensorFlow framework and trained for 10 epochs with an initial learning
rate of 0.001. The learning rate is decayed after every 1000 iterations with decay rate of 0.1. For
the coarse output loss, the EMD [23] loss function is used and for the complete point cloud, the CD
[23] loss function is used. The number of iterations for calculating coupling coefficients in each
training iteration are three.

3.4

Multiview Point Completion Network

A. Multiview Encoder:
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Figure 25 Multiview encoder.

The encoder of the multiview point completion network using DGCNN [16] is shown in Figure 22.
The input partial point cloud is rotated by 1 degree and 3 degrees. All three point clouds, the input
point cloud without rotation and the two rotated point clouds are fed into DGCNN [16] to compute
the global vector of size 1024. To construct the k-nearest neighbors in DGCNN [16], we used k=20
and computed the edge features as in [16]. The input partial point cloud is voxelized and computed
voxel-wise features using voxel feature extraction (VFE) layers, and applied maxpooling to
compute the global vector of size 1024. We used three stacked VFE layers to extract the voxelwise features. In general, VFE layer computes point-wise features and then applies symmetric
maxpooling function to obtain the global voxel-wise features. In this way, we applied 3 VFE layers
after converting the input partial point cloud to voxels. These global voxel-wise features are
concatenated with the point-wise features to obtain the final voxel-wise features. All the global
vectors computed from the rotated point clouds and VFE layers are fed into a multi-layer perceptron
to compute the final codeword of size 1024. The multi-layer perceptron architecture has 512 – 1024
nodes to compute the final codeword.

B. Decoder
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Figure 26 Decoder for Multiview point completion network.

The decoder for the multiview point completion network is shown in Figure 23. The decoder
receives a codeword and a global voxel-wise feature vector from the encoder and optimizes it in
multiple stages. In the first stage, the codeword is converted into a coarse point cloud of shape 1024
× 3 by applying a shared multi-layer perceptron. The loss is calculated using the EMD [23] loss
function. In the second stage, a 2D random grid is concatenated to the coarse vector obtained in the
first stage. The codeword is tiled and concatenated and global voxel-wise feature is concatenated
to obtain a middle vector of shape 4096 × 2053. The shared multi-layer perceptron is applied to
this vector and the loss is calculated by comparing with the ground truth using EMD [23] loss
function. In the third stage, the process is repeated as in the second stage, whereby a 2D random
grid is concatenated to the middle vector, a coarse vector obtained in the first stage is tiled and
concatenated, and the codeword from the encoder is tiled and concatenated with a voxel-wise global
feature vector. Then shared multi-layer perceptron is applied to compute the final complete point
cloud.
The ground truth for the coarse point cloud and the middle point cloud is generated by
using the farthest sampling algorithm [14] from the complete point cloud ground truth. Iterative
farthest sampling is used since it is better than random sampling. The coarse point cloud and the
middle point cloud is optimized using the EMD [23] loss function, as the cost of EMD [23] is
higher than of the CD [23] loss function.
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C. Training Strategy
The model is coded in the TensorFlow framework and trained for 10 epochs with an initial learning
rate of 0.001. The learning rate is decayed after every 1000 iterations with a decay rate of 0.1. For
the coarse output loss, the EMD [23] loss function is used, and for the complete point cloud, the
CD [23] loss function is used.

3.5

Self-supervised based point completion network

A. Self-supervised Encoder:
Encoder

Figure 27 Self-supervised pretext task for point completion network.
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Figure 28 Self-supervised learning for optimizing coarse point cloud.

The pretext task for the self-supervised point completion network is shown in Figure 27. The
pretext we have chosen is the classification task. We used the same architecture as the PCN [2]
model to extract the input partial point cloud features and use these features to classify the input
partial point clouds. The total number of classification categories are eight. We trained the encoder
for this classification task. After training the model for this rotation pretext task, we perform
transfer learning using the pretext weights to compute the global vector of size 1024. The model
trained on the pretext task learns the semantic features of the input partial point clouds in an
improved fashion. Using transfer learning with those weights extracts the features of the input
partial clouds with better results. To classify the input partial point clouds, the model must identify
certain features which helps in correctly classifying the point clouds belonging to different
categories. This identification of features by the model for this pretext task helps the task of point
completion with less data.

B. Training Strategy
The model is coded in the TensorFlow framework and trained for 10 epochs with an initial learning
rate of 0.001. The learning rate is decayed after every 1000 iterations with decay rate of 0.1. For
the coarse output loss, the EMD [23] loss function is used and for the complete point cloud, the CD
[23] loss function is used. We have used 40% less data for this model compared to the other models
to optimize the coarse point clouds.
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3.6

Mesh Segmentation

For the robot gripper like a suction cup to hold the object firmly, it has to identify the good faces
on the surface of the object. Since 3D data can be represented in different ways, representing the
3D object in the form of 3D mesh provides more information about the connectivity of faces on the
surface of the object. We represented 3D objects in the form of a 3D mesh and apply deep learning
based architectures to identify the good faces on the object. This problem is formulated as mesh
segmentation, where each face in the 3D mesh can be a good or bad face.

A. PointNet Center:

Figure 29 PointNet Center.

The PointNet center [15] architecture is shown in Figure 27. Input to the architecture is a 3D
mesh. The mesh consists of faces and vertices. The faces contain information of connection
between vertices and vertices are actual 3D points of the mesh. We computed the centers of
each face in the 3D input mesh of shape N × 9 to convert into shape of N × 3. Then PointNet
[15] segmentation architecture is applied to this modified input to output segmented mesh.

B. PointNet Mesh:
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Figure 30 PointNet Mesh.

The PointNet mesh architecture is shown in Figure 28. PointNet [15] uses the 3D point clouds
of shape N × 3 as inputs, whereas the architecture shown in Figure 28, uses 3D mesh as input.
We concatenated the vertices of each face in the 3D mesh to convert into a vector of shape N
× 9. Then segmentation architecture in [15] is applied to segment the input mesh.

C. DGCNN Center:

Figure 31 DGCNN Center.

DGCNN [16] architecture we used for mesh segmentation is shown in Figure 29. As shown in
Figure 29, we computed the centers of each face in the input 3D mesh of shape N × 9 and converted
into input of shape N × 3. The DGCNN [16] architecture is applied to segment the 3D input mesh.
The number of segmentation classes in the output is two, one is good face and the other is bad face.
We used the cross entropy loss in the output layer to calculate the loss between the predicted and
ground truth.
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D. MeshNet

Figure 32 MeshNet for segmentation.

MeshNet [48] considers the face information, normal vectors of each face, and neighboring corners
of each face and centers of each face to perform the classification task. We processed the input 3D
mesh in the same way as in [48], computed neighboring corners of each face, normal vectors of
each face and centers of each face. We modified [48] for segmentation and used same architecture
for the input 3D mesh. In the next chapter, we will discuss the datasets used in training our different
architectures.
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Chapter 4
Datasets
4.1

Datasets

A. ShapeNet
ShapeNet[8] is a large-scale annotated repository of 3D CAD models of different objects. It
provides a rich set of annotations for every object. ShapeNet provides variety of 3D models to
evaluate the performance of 3D shape reconstruction, 3D part segmentation and 3D object
classification. There are total 55 common categories of 3D objects in ShapeNet.

Figure 33 Different categories for ShapeNet dataset [8].

Figure 31 shows the different categories and their corresponding dataset size in ShapeNet.
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Figure 34 Examples of ShapeNet dataset [8].

B. Point Completion Networks:
For the point completion task, we need a dataset containing pairs of partial and complete points
clouds. We used the same method as in PCN [2] to generate complete and partial point clouds. The
complete point clouds are generated by sampling 16,384 points from mesh surfaces of 3D CAD
models of the ShapeNet dataset. To generate partial point clouds, we back projected 2.5D depth
images into 3D. There are total of eight categories of objects chosen for this task: airplane, cabinet,
chair, car, lamp, sofa, table, vessel. Back-projecting the depth images into 3D brings the data
distribution to the real-world sensor data. Since real world data won’t contain detailed information
of 3D objects, synthetic 3D objects like those in ShapeNet provide rich 3D information to process.
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Input

Ground Truth

Figure 35 Examples of PCN dataset [2].

Examples of dataset containing input partial point clouds and ground truth complete point clouds
are shown in Figure 35.

C. Phenix Automation:
For the robot grippers like suction cups to hold the objects firmly, the 3D mesh object should
contain a minimum flat surface area. Since a gripper can hold the object anywhere, a segmentation
of the 3D mesh satisfying the minimum area requirements should be done. Present datasets like
ShapeNet [8], ScanNet [49], S3DIS [50] do not contain 3D objects which would typically might be
found in industrial machinery environments. As such, we have created our own dataset grabbing
different 3D CAD models from GrabCAD [51] and then manually annotated the dataset. For
annotating the dataset, we developed a MATLAB tool.
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Figure 36 Examples of the Phenix Automation dataset.

3D data can be represented in many forms like point clouds, voxels, and mesh. But for the
task of the robot gripper, representing the 3D object in the form of point clouds will not help the
task in hand. Since point clouds are sparse, it just provides the information about various 3D points
and little about the relationship between those points. To use point clouds for this task, the
relationship between different points should be discovered and then points suitable for robot
gripping should be identified. There exists ambiguity in the case of edges. For example, should a
point on the edge be considered for robot gripping? Similar problems arise if 3D data is represented
in the form of voxels, since each voxel just stores the information of 3D points belonging to that
voxel, and as such, this information may not be useful for this task. Representing 3D data in the
form of a 3D surface mesh provides more information of the 3D object like faces and neighboring
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connectivity. Since faces provide rich surface information of the 3D object, using the information
of faces can help identify the good faces for our robot gripper’s suction cup to adhere to.

Examples of different 3D CAD models fetched online are shown in Figure 36. CAD models
fetched meet the real-world distribution of different industrial machinery parts. We generated 3D
mesh from the CAD model using the MATLAB PDE toolbox, and annotated good and bad faces.
We created a MATLAB tool for faster dataset annotation.

Figure 37 View of MATLAB tool for dataset annotation.

The MATLAB tool developed for dataset annotation purpose is shown in Figure 35. All
the 3D CAD models fetched online are converted into the MATLAB supported format STL
(Stereolithography). We used the PDE (Partial Differential Equations) toolbox in MATLAB to
generate tetrahedral 3D mesh surfaces, since we are interested only on outside body surfaces. We
converted tetrahedral 3D mesh into triangular 3D meshes and annotated good vs. bad faces using
MATLAB callback functions.

In the MATLAB tool shown in Figure 37, after we import the STL file, the tool will
automatically generate a triangular 3D mesh of the 3D object, and then user can annotate all the
good faces of the 3D object. A user can label group of faces or single depending on the requirement.
Examples of training data are shown in Figure 38. The color red corresponds to bad faces
and the color cyan corresponds to good faces. A good face should be a minimum area of 10 mm
both on X and Y axis. Some examples in Figure 38 don’t contain any good faces for the robot
gripper to hold. All the training data has different shapes. Some parts contain more triangular
elements (faces) and some parts contain lesser triangular elements.
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Figure 38 Examples of annotated dataset for robot gripper.
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Chapter 5
Results and Analysis
5.1

Results

A. MS PCN:
Table 1 Results of MS PCN with no voxels.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
MS PCN (no voxels)

CD (Complete PCD)
0.00986
0.0150

EMD (Coarse PCD)
0.05631631
0.07454845

In Table 1, the results are shown for the baseline results and multistage decoder with encoder same
as the baseline. The metric compared is the average Chamfer Distance (CD) loss of the test dataset.
The encoder for the model in Table 1 didn’t contain any voxel information, it is the same as the
encoder used in the baseline model. In the decoder used in the model, the complete point cloud is
optimized in the coarse stage, the middle stage, and the complete stage. The complete point clouds
and the coarse point clouds loss is compared with the baseline results. For the complete point
clouds, the CD is used to compare with the baseline and for the coarse point clouds, and the Earth
Mover Distance (EMD) loss function is used. Optimizing the complete point cloud in multiple
stages didn’t help the model to reach results better than baseline results. We trained our models
with different hyperparameters like changing the learning rate schedule, initial learning rate,
different optimizers, and different batch sizes. We provided our best results obtained during
training. The inference time for the model without voxels is 0.11 milli seconds.

Table 2 Results of MS PCN.
Model

CD (Complete PCD)

PCN (Baseline)
MS PCN

0.00986
0.013018

EMD (Coarse
PCD)
0.05631
0.06262

In Table 2, the results are compared between baseline and the model with voxelized encoder and
multistage decoder. For the encoder in the model, the input point cloud is voxelized and the voxel
features are extracted to concatenate with the global features. And the decoder is the same as the
model used for comparison in Table 1. The complete point cloud output from the decoder is
optimized in multiple stages. Results show an improvement compared with the model in Table 1.
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Adding voxel features helps the model to improve the coarse and the complete point clouds. The
voxel features are extracted by using Voxel Feature Extraction layers (VFE) which contains 2D
convolutions. These 2D convolutions help the points in different voxels to interact and the resultant
global feature vector of the encoder is a much better global understanding of the model. We trained
our models with different hyperparameters like changing the learning rate schedule, initial learning
rate, different optimizers, and different batch sizes, we provided our best results obtained during
training. The inference time for the model with voxels is 0.12 milli seconds.

B. Edge convolution based point completion network:
Table 3 Results of Edge convolution based PCN.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
Edge convolution PCN

CD (Complete PCD)
0.00986
0.14152

EMD (Coarse PCD)
0.05631
1.82143

Table 3 shows the results for edge convolution based point completion network. The encoder for
the model consists of edge based convolutions to extract the global features concatenated with the
voxel-based global feature vector. We have used edge based convolution to extract local features
more robustly. To extract the voxel features we have used 7 x 7 convolutions, 5 x 5 based
convolutions, 3 x 3 based convolutions, 1 x 1 based convolutions, and fused all these features to
get the final vector. The complete point cloud output from the decoder is optimized in multiple
stages. In the middle stage instead of using replicated coarse features, we have used interpolated
features, similarly for the final output stage. We approached in this way since interpolated features
propagate in a much better than replicated features from the previous layers. Unfortunately, the
results are not as good compared to our previous model and baseline model. The edge based
convolution is good at extracting the local features in the complete point cloud since the input is a
partially complete point cloud, but the model is not able to extract features much affectively.
Adding the voxel features by extracting in the way we mentioned before didn’t help the model for
optimizing the coarse point cloud as well. We trained our models with different hyperparameters
like changing the learning rate schedule, initial learning rate, different optimizers, and different
batch sizes, we provided our best results obtained during training. We conducted many experiments
by adding the only single component to the baseline model and tested our results.

Table 4 Results of Edge convolution with voxels no multistage.
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Model
PCN (Baseline)
Edge convolution with
voxels no multistage

CD (Complete PCD)
0.00986

EMD (Coarse PCD)
0.05631
2.20802

0.155976

Table 4 shows the results of the model with the encoder same as the model in Table 3 but with a
modified decoder. To extract the global features from the encoder, we used edge based
convolutions concatenated with the voxel feature extraction layers. For extracting the voxel features
we used the same method as mentioned before. The decoder in the model doesn’t contain multiple
stages, it has a coarse stage and then the final stage, same as in the baseline model. Instead of
concatenating the replicated features of the coarse point cloud, we used interpolated features of the
coarse point cloud. Removing the middle stage of the decoder made the model increase the loss
both for the coarse point cloud and the complete point cloud.
To test whether edge convolutions are really helping to complete the partial point clouds,
we tried optimizing only the coarse point cloud (no middle and no complete point clouds). The
input is a partial point cloud, and the output is a coarse point cloud. The results are shown in Table
5.

Table 5 Results of Edge convolution single stage PCN.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
Edge convolution single stage

CD (Chamfer Distance)
0.00986
0.162826

Results for the edge convolution single stage model are shown in Table 5. We can clearly observe
that edge convolutions are not helping the model to optimize the coarse point cloud. So, using edge
convolutions in the point completion task doesn’t add any advantage.

Table 6 Results of Baseline encoder + voxels and single stage interpolated decoder.

Model
PCN (Baseline)
Baseline encoder +
voxels and single-stage
interpolated decoder

CD (Complete PCD)

EMD (Coarse PCD)

0.00986

0.05631

0.15523

3.28933
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Table 6 shows the results of the baseline model encoder with voxels and no multistage. The encoder
of the model contains the baseline model encoder and voxel feature extraction layers. To extract
the voxel features we have used an Inception-style architecture as mentioned before. The decoder
consists of the coarse stage and the final stage. Instead of the replicated features of the coarse point
cloud we have concatenated the interpolated features at the final stage. There is no improvement
for the complete point cloud and the coarse point cloud is much worse compared to the models
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Extracting the voxel features in Inception-style architecture is not
helping the model to optimize both the coarse and the complete point clouds.

Table 7 Results of Baseline encoder with single stage interpolated decoder.

Model
PCN (Baseline)
Baseline encoder +
Single stage interpolated
decoder

CD (Complete PCD)

EMD (Coarse PCD)

0.00986

0.05631

0.153162

0.19323

Table 7 shows the results of the model with the encoder the same as the baseline model with no
voxels and no multistage. The encoder of the model is identical to the baseline model. The decoder
consists of the coarse stage and the final stage. Instead of the replicated features of the coarse point
cloud we have concatenated the interpolated features. By removing the voxel features from the
encoder there is a bit of improvement for the coarse point cloud output when compared with Table
6 and Table 3. But there is no improvement for the complete point cloud output. Extracting the
voxel features in Inception-style architecture does not appear to be adding information of the input
partial point clouds to optimize the coarse and the complete point cloud.

Table 8 Results of Baseline encoder with a multistage interpolated decoder.
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Model

CD (Complete PCD)

PCN (Baseline)
Baseline encoder +
Multistage interpolated
decoder

EMD (Coarse PCD)

0.00986

0.05631

0.14680

0.23593

Table 8 shows the results of the model with the encoder the same as the baseline model with no
voxels and multistage interpolated decoder. The encoder of the model contains just as the baseline
model as adding the voxel features in Inception-style architecture does not appear to be extracting
additional features from the input partial point cloud. We didn’t extract voxel features; we used the
same encoder as the baseline model. The decoder is a multistage decoder consisting of the coarse
stage, the middle stage, and the final stage. Instead of the replicated features at the middle stage
and the final stage, we used interpolated versions. At the middle stage, we used interpolated features
of the coarse point cloud and at the final stage, we used interpolated features of the middle point
cloud. Adding a multistage decoder helped the model to improve the results of the complete point
cloud compared to the models used in Table 4, Table 6, and Table 7. But there is no improvement
for the coarse point cloud output. But the coarse point cloud results are much better compared to
the models with voxel features extracted in Inception-style architecture.

C. Capsule based decoder:
Table 9 Results of Capsule based decoder.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
Capsule based decoder

CD (Chamfer Distance)
0.00986
0.02061

Table 9 shows the results of the point completion network with the capsule-based decoder. The loss
of the model with the capsule-based decoder is high compared to the baseline results. In the capsulebased model, we are optimizing the coarse point cloud by applying a multilayer perceptron on the
codeword from the encoder and the complete point cloud by employing the dynamic routing
algorithm. Because of this multitasking setup, the weights learned using the dynamic routing
algorithm are potentially getting disturbed. And the final complete point cloud is not generated by
an end-to-end dynamic routing algorithm from the codeword, initially, an intermediate point cloud
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of shape 2048 x 3 is obtained by dynamic routing algorithm and the complete point cloud is
obtained by folding operation from the intermediate coarse point cloud.

Table 10 Results of Capsule based architecture for coarse point cloud optimization.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
Capsule based architecture

EMD (Coarse PCD)
0.05631
0.06537

Table 10 shows the results for the model which uses capsule-based architecture to optimize the
coarse point clouds. We changed the intermediate point cloud shape in the model used in Table 9
to the coarse point cloud shape. The coarse point cloud is comparable to the model shown in Table
1 but the results are not better compared to the baseline model. If the architecture has an end-end
dynamic routing algorithm for optimizing the final point cloud, results would perhaps be better.
The inference time for the model with capsule-based architecture is 0.65 milliseconds. Due to the
dynamic routing algorithm, the inference time for this model is high compared to the previous
models.

D. Multiview PCN:
Table 10 Results of Multiview PCN.
Model
PCN (Baseline)
DGCNN Multiview

CD (Chamfer Distance)
0.00986
0.0176

The results of the multiview PCN are shown in Table 10. The input to the encoder of the multiview
PCN is the input partial clouds rotated by 0 degrees, 1 degree and 3 degrees, and use edge
convolution to extract the features, then concatenated all the features with the voxel features. The
decoder is the same as the MS PCN model, but our results unable to outperform the baseline results.
Rotating the point cloud by different angles didn’t help the model to learn new features to complete
the point cloud. The model can learn the same features in the rotated point clouds even with edge
convolutions.

E. Self-supervised model:
Table 11 Results of Self-supervised PCN.
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Model
PCN (Baseline)
Self-supervised model

EMD (Coarse PCD)
0.054201
0.054829

Table 11 results of self-supervision application to the point completion task. The pretext task used
in this model is to categorize the input partial point cloud. The model learned on these features is a good
starting point for weights for the point completion task. The dataset used for this model is 40% less
compared to other models. We used those weights to optimize the coarse point clouds only and compared
them with baseline in Table 11. The results clearly show even though with less data the model can perform
almost similarly. The model weights trained on the pretext task helped the model for the problem of point
completion network.

We can use the models trained on this dataset to perform inference on KITTI dataset [61]. The KITTI
dataset [61] provides the point clouds for a LiDAR data, we can use these several models to complete a
point cloud of any object in the KITTI [61] lidar point clouds.

F. PointNet-Center:
For the 3D mesh segmentation task, we have trained different architectures. The results for all
these architectures are shown in the sections F, G, H and I.
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Figure 39 Results of PointNet-Center.
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The results of PointNet-Center for 3D mesh segmentation is shown in the Figure 39. The dataset
used to train the model is shown in Figure 38. The input to the model is the centers of each mesh
in the input dataset. The model is not able to distinguish between good face and bad face, it always
outputs every face of the mesh as bad for gripping. In the Figure 40, the ground truth and the
corresponding outputs are shown. Many for the input samples having good faces, the model outputs
every face as bad face. Since the PointNet [15] architecture just learns the pointwise features, this
information alone is not sufficient to segment the input 3D mesh.
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G. PointNet-Mesh:

Figure 40 Results of PointNet-Mesh.

The results of 3D mesh segmentation for the model PointNet-Mesh is shown in Figure 40. The input to the
model is a concatenated vector of all corners in each face of the 3D input mesh. Even though the input has
many samples having good faces, the model always outputs each face as a bad face. Even though the input
has information about each mesh, but the PointNet [15] style architecture unable to learn the relation
between the corners of each face and different faces in the input 3D mesh.
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H. DGCNN-Center:

Figure 42 Results of DGCNN-Center.

The results of the model DGCNN-Center are shown in Figure 42. The input to the model is the
centers of each mesh obtained from the 3D mesh shown in Figure 39. Unlike PointNet [15] style
models, DGCNN [16] based models are able to output some good faces. Even though the dataset
is small, the model is able to learn the relation between different faces in the 3D mesh to classify
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good and bad faces. Since [16] constructs a k-nearest graph, it extracts the local neighborhood
information much better than PointNet [15] style based architectures.

I. MeshNet:

Figure 43 Results of MeshNet.

The results of the MeshNet is shown in Figure 43. We used the same architecture as in [48]. The input to the
model contains face information, normal of each face and neighbors of each face. With the limited training
dataset, the model is more inclined to output most of the faces as a good face. In Figure 43, we can see even
for the input sample which doesn’t contain any good faces, the model predicted many good faces. DGCNNCenter has better results compared to the MeshNet, even though MeshNet considers each face as the operating
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unit and applies mesh convolutions. The DGCNN-Center model is able to learn the relation between different
faces with just information about the centers.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1

Conclusions
This thesis presents the different architectures for the task of point completion and provides
the basis for identifying good and bad faces of a robot gripper. This work provides different
effective ways of extracting the features of a partial point cloud and provides an analysis
of the different components of the architectures. Adding the voxel information of the point
cloud in the right way definitely helps in better feature extraction. Even though edge
convolutions are very effective in local feature extraction, edge convolutions alone are not
sufficient for the task of point completion. This work shows the application of the selfsupervision concept for the task of point completion. Training the model on a pretext task
provides a good initialization for the model’s weights and can achieve similar results with
fewer data. For the robot gripper task, formulating the problem as 3D mesh segmentation
will provide the good and bad faces of a 3D object.

6.2

Future Work

This work explores PointNet based architectures for the tasks of point completion and 3D
mesh segmentation. Some of the possible extensions of this work are:


For extracting the partial point cloud features, try graph based approaches instead
of PointNet based architectures.



For extracting the voxel level features, a 3D convolution can be used instead of 2D
convolutions.



Extending the idea of dynamic routing to an end-end capsule-based architecture.



Extending the idea of self-supervision for the 3D mesh segmentation problem.
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Dynamic Graph CNN showed better results for 3D mesh segmentation. As such,
exploring different architectures of graph-based networks for the problem of 3D
mesh segmentation would be helpful.



Evaluate the performance of different point cloud completion networks with the
other datasets.
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